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Great communication ignites a chain reaction

Discussion: Identify the best presenter of science
that you have seen

[ted.com]

What made that speaker
so effective?
[Jimandellen.org][Physics Today]

[ted.com]

[ted.com]

To excel in your presentations, you will need
content , passion,

[ted.com]

[ted.com]

[Dr. Hans Rosling, TED.com]

To excel in your presentations, you will need
content , passion, and a sharp sense of the audience

[ted.com]

[ted.com]

Science not communicated
is science not done.

Presenting your science powerfully requires mastery of three skills

Be Audience Centered

Show your science

Filter and focus
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Relevance

Your
Science

Our
lives

Becoming an audience focused speaker is one of the most
powerful skills you can adopt

Returning to points of common ground satisfies
audiences of different technical backgrounds
Common
Ground

Technical
Depth
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Successful technical presentations require you to
filter your details for your audience

Focus your content by considering first the most important
message for your audience
New methods are needed to detect
plastic explosives in airline baggage

Conventional methods cannot
effectively detect plastic explosives

Plastic explosives pose
a serious threat to air travel

Focus your content by considering first the most important
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Conventional methods cannot
effectively detect plastic explosives

Plastic explosives pose
a serious threat to air travel

To identify critical points for the talk, first consider the view
you want the audience to have at the end
Main message you want the audience
to leave the room with

What does the audience need to know in
order to reach the point above?

A good planning technique for filtering detail is to consider where
you want your audience to end up and build the path from there
Main Claim of Talk

Sub-claim

Sub-claim

Sub-claim

Sub-claim
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Bullets Kill
(presentations)

Main Components of MRI
 Superconducting

magnets

 Magnetic

fields in x, y, and z directions
 Allow for 3-D images
 Radio

RF transceiver

frequency (RF) transceiver

 Transmits

and receives RF waves

Superconducting
magnets

Engineering and Health

1987 Master Template

2013 Master Template

[ChuckRoger.com]

Yada, yada, yada,
yada, yada, yada,
yada, yada,
yada…

If audiences try to process too many words
simultaneously, cognitive overload occurs

[John Sweller, 2005]

Fillet

Fillets reduce drag on
an object moving
through fluid…

Fillets reduce drag on
an object moving
through fluid…

People learn much more deeply from words
and relevant images than from words alone

[Mayer, Multimedia Learning, 2nd Ed. 2009]

Slide credit: Genevieve Brown

A CT/PET scan images like a weather map where the boundaries
and activity are displayed simultaneously

Slide credit: Danielle DaSilva

The 2012 drought disconnected the river from underlying
groundwater for approximately 2 months.

Platte River, central Nebraska, USA

Slide credit: John Gates, The Climate Corporation

The difference in height between heel and toe
is directly related to the number of injuries.

% of Injuries

X

50% of
Runners face
injury

15% of
Runners face
injury

Heel strike
Slide credit: Alyson Bonk, Penn State

35% of
Runners face
injury

Mid-foot strike
Type of Strike

Fore-foot strike

Slide presented during live talk
Example of a PDF of notes pages
Give as a handout after your talk

Use primarily visual slides

Blank the screen

Use a handout
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“The fact is that many great ideas fail to reach fruition
because they die with their first presentation.”
Larry Norton, M.D.

“In science, the credit goes to the [one] who convinces
the world, not to whom the idea first occurs.”-Francis Darwin
Science not communicated
is science not done.

Contact me and learn about my training at

www.PresentYourScience.com

